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What a year everyone has
experienced. What a privilege it
is to have a fantastic team of
people to keep our focus and
take all of our programmes
around the UK from face to face
to online. The Chief Executive
officer’s passion and his
committed growing team saw
what needed to change. This
was in order to support all our
existing participants and to
spread our Balanced Lives
programme further around the
UK and my goodness, they
responded with a superb offer. 

All this innovation and hard
work was alongside a tragic
pandemic situation for our
society so I can’t thank them
enough when they were going
through great difficulties
themselves and with their
families, as we all were.

We have all learnt new skills, as
communicating face to face is
very different from when you
have to show people how to do
certain exercises to a small
camera, or tell them facts or a
story; and extremely difficult for
people who may not have used
a tablet or smart phone before.

So my statement at the
beginning is entirely about a
thank you to a superb and
caring team about whom I am
so proud and I am sure, so are
their families, funders and
participants. 

CHAIRPERSON'S
STATEMENT

LORRAINE MORGAN
Action for Elders Chairperson
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Supportive,
Informative,

Helpful

A Life Saver

Interesting,
Wellbeing,

Approachable

How would you
describe Action

for Elders in 
3 words?



The aims of our Balanced Lives Programme model are to improve:

Physical wellbeing ,  by building strength, balance,  mobil ity ,
endurance,  f lexibil ity and increasing individuals’  control  over
their own health.
 

Mental wellbeing ,  by building confidence, resi l ience,  a more
positive attitude, and a greater sense of self-worth.
 

Social wellbeing ,  by building fr iendships,  a stronger sense of
community,  openness to discussing problems, and a sense of
value to society.

WHY WE EXIST

PAGE 02

Action for Elders exists to help people to live a better life in older age
whatever their circumstances. We do this by supporting you to remain

active, social, resilient and mobile with our online and community-based
programmes.
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Our Approach

Our programmes are delivered using
the principles from the Senses
Framework,  which creates the
environment for a relationship-
centred self-development process,
based in the values of Security,
Belonging, Continuity,  Purpose,
Achievement and Signif icance. 

Our programmes are delivered by
highly-experienced Tai Chi teachers,
which enables us to use an adapted
form of Tai  Chi as a vehicle for
change. We focus on providing older
people with the tools they can use to
make positive changes,  and empower
them to invest positively in their own
wellbeing.  

Outcomes

Participants are able to experience
safe,  eff icient and effective functional
movement,  giving them an increased
confidence in carrying out Activit ies
of Daily Living. For example,  an
increased confidence in standing and
improved posture.  

Through the increased understanding
of their own wellbeing and having the
tools to change, participants
experience a greater level of
resi l ience and feel better equipped to
deal with challenges.  Feeling in a
safe,  trusted and open environment
enables participants to feel valued,
understood and social ly connected. 

 

Impact

Participants feel an increased opportunity to l ive an independent l i fe,
experience better health and wellbeing in later l i fe,  and think

differently about ageing, helping them to embrace later l i fe and feel
valued by society.  
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OUR YEAR
IN REVIEW
2020 was a challenging year for Action
for Elders.  Like many organisations,
Covid-19 had a huge impact on us,  as
well  as our participants.  We have made
signif icant changes to meet the
immediate needs of our participants and
embed resi l ience into the organisation
to ensure our longer-term sustainabil ity .

Challenges

Successes
We have been able to support our
participants and meet their
heightened needs at a t ime of great
change and uncertainty

Re-positioning our model has opened
up new opportunities to further
support our participants and grow our
geographical reach.

We have made key changes to embed
resil ience into the organisation and be
in a strong position to sustainably
support our participants moving
forwards.

We have made important steps to
becoming a more data-driven
organisation

When the f irst nationwide lockdown came into force in March 2020 our
participants became one of the most impacted groups;  they were one of
the most vulnerable groups to Covid-19 and subsequently one of the most
affected by the guidance and restrictions.  Our community groups were
immediately paused, yet to resume, and we had no existing structure in
place to support our participants remotely.  Our whole model of support
became inappropriate,  almost overnight,  at a t ime when our participants
needed us the most.  It  became essential  that we overcome these
challenges,  for our sustainabil ity as a charity and our abil ity to support our
existing and future participants.  
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2020 was a year of signif icant challenge for Action for Elders.  With older people being some of
the most vulnerable to Covid-19 and the most impacted by the restrictions,  we had to quickly
and effectively adapt our programmes to support our participants.  This required signif icant
investment in areas that could not be covered through restricted grant funding, such as
developing our social  media and communications strategy and investing time and resource in
re-positioning our delivery model to make it  appropriate for our participants during Covid-19.  

We have heavily invested in developing and implementing a refreshed organisational strategy
in response to Covid-19,  building our resi l ience and putting us in a strong position to thrive
beyond the pandemic,  ult imately to the benefit  of our existing and future participants.  Al l  of
this would not be possible without core funding. Without suff icient core funds we are
susceptible to being drawn in to the 'starvation cycle'  of  unrealistic expectations about the true
costs of development if  our charity is  to survive and thrive.  We wil l  continue to seek vital  core
funds to invest in our infrastructure,  develop our organisational strategy and continue to build
sustainabil ity and resi l ience into the organisation.  

1 2 3Programme
Sustainability

 
We have adapted our model

to ensure continuity and
sustainability of support for

our participants.

Future 
Growth

 
Growing our digital offerings

has widened our geographical
reach and increased our

service offerings potential.

Business 
Improvement

 
Investments in impact analysis and

our digital and communication
strategies have improved and

enhanced our business operations. 
 

"To have funders focus on core costs is an
important step forward for the sector. Lack of
funding in this area undermines the potential

of an organisation. No business could run
effectively without proper investment in its
infrastructure and a charity must be given
equal rights with the rest of the business

world to use the same system to get things
done and by doing so enhance its
effectiveness and social impact"

Developing our online services and
strategy has enabled us to embed
digital  inclusion into our delivery
model

We have survived a challenging year
and have made important changes to
enable us to not only survive,  but to
also to grow and thrive

Funding 
Our Work
& the importance of core funding

Core Funding has enabled us to invest in three key areas:

James Lewis - Action For Elders Chief Executive
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DEVELOPING
OUR MODEL

Why?

How?

What?

Community-based
Balanced Lives Groups

Online 
Balanced Lives sessions

Wellbeing 
Sessions

Our re-positioned programme 'Balanced Lives at Home' was designed to meet the immediate  needs
of our participants during Covid-19. Balanced Lives at Home is a complete programme of online
support, helping older people to maintain and improve their physical, social and mental wellbeing. 

Based on the success of our online support, and our participants' desire to continue with online
delivery after the pandemic, we have developed a combined model of support, building on the
Balanced Lives at Home model to help our participants to build back after Covid-19/

The onset of the Covid-19
pandemic meant the delivery of
the Balanced Lives Programme
was not possible in its original
form. The restrictions on social
gatherings, combined with the
new and acute challenges facing
our participants, required a rapid
and thorough re-positioning of
our Balanced Lives Model

From a combination of published research and
consultations with our participants, teachers and
facilitators we gained insight into the needs of our
target group, and we continue to develop our
support based on their changing needs

We rapidly developed an effective model to support our
participants during Covid-19: Balanced Lives at Home.
Building on the success of this model, we have designed
a combined model of support, involving community-
based and remote delivery to support our participants
beyond the Covid-19 pandemic. 
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Online 
Book Club

Weekly 
News Sheet

On-demand 
YouTube videos

Above: Participants take part in one of our weekly online mobility
sessions delivered via Zoom
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A key element of providing remote support  to older people is ensuring they can
access it. We have brought a digital support officer on board to provide support to
our participants in getting online. Having an easily accessible contact, who is able
to build trusting relationships with our participants, has helped participants to
overcome the fear and reluctance of getting online.

Helping participants to get online and improve their digital skills has helped to
broaden their independence, widening their access to other sources of support
and social connections online, outside of our remote delivery offerings. 

The survey we conducted with our participants indicated that those with better
digital skills were able to access more resources and social connections, and their
wellbeing was less negatively impacted by the coronavirus restrictions,
highlighting the significance of our digital support.

Online 
shopping

Information 
gathering

A&B COMPANY

MOVING
DELIVERY
ONLINE
Developing our 'Balanced Lives at
Home' model required significant
investment in our digital
infrastructure and development of
our digital  and communications
strategies.  We have also increased
our focus on 'Digital  Inclusion' for
us and our participants.

Our website and email communications
have become more important during the
remote delivery phase. We use emails to
distribute our weekly news sheet and the
details for the online Balanced Live Sessions.
The website also helps us to reach more
people who would benefit from our support. 
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Online Exercise 
Classes

Reasons for 
technology 

 Covid-

A&B COMPANY

90% of our
participants said they

have used digital
technology during

the pandemic

Connecting with 
family & friends

Learning new 
skills

Moving our delivery online has required
investment in our digital and
communications strategy. We are developing
our social media channels to reach more
people and to provide more helpful content
and support to our participants.

This was the reason our
participants mentioned the
most for using technology
during Covid-19. Being able to
connect with family and
friends through video calls has
been a vital support for many
older people throughout the
pandemic. 
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We have been on a steep learning
curve getting to grips with the
potential of new technologies.

There are some significant
challenges but we have discovered

workable solutions and devised
ways to continuously improve the

online experience. 

David Lipka 
Head of Mobility, Action For Elders 

r using 
during
19



OUR YEAR IN
NUMBERS

Hours of live Balanced
Lives Sessions delivered 

people supported to
get online

50

200

1.1k
Members on our private
'Think Differently About
Ageing' Facebook group

2.1k
YouTube channel

video  views
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MARIA'S
YEAR
Like many of us,  Maria’s l i fe was
turned upside down when Covid-19
hit in March 2020. Maria found our
Balanced Lives groups through a
friend's recommendation and
speaks powerfully of how the
pandemic has impacted her l i fe and
how Action for Elders has helped
her to navigate some of the
challenges she has faced. 

Maria described the struggles she was facing due to the restrictions imposed by the
pandemic,  reporting a reduced level of physical  activity and a worsening of her mental
wellbeing since Covid-19.  Her fear of going outside led to her stopping her daily walks.  “ I
was losing touch with what was going on outside and was unable to do the things I  had
been doing happily for years beforehand. I  was getting lower and lower and my spirit  was
getting lower and lower” .
 
Following a recommendation from a
friend, Maria contacted Action for
Elders and joined the Balanced Lives
sessions via Zoom. After only a couple
of weeks,  the Balanced Lives mobil ity
sessions became a highlight of her
week. The introduction of the
Balanced Lives wellbeing sessions
were a further boost to Maria,  but she
was sti l l  feeling low. "Two weeks into
the wellbeing class there was one
particular day I  didn’t even want to do
the class.  This was how low my spirit
was at the time. I  pushed myself  to
join the class and thank goodness I
did because when I  opened up to
Chris and the rest of the group they
were so supportive and so
understanding and full  of  compassion
for me that it  just gave me a real
shift .”  

Speaking of the support from Chris (Action for
Elders Mobil ity Teacher) and the group, Maria said
"They encouraged me to go out.  That was one of
the problems, I  had stopped going out for my
daily walk.  It  was a breath of fresh air  and it  really
was a l i ft .  I  wondered how I  had got myself  into
such a low space.  After that I  haven’t looked
back."  Speaking of the support from Action for
Elders,  Maria described it  as 'A Life Saver' .  

“I was a very active person and I enjoyed my life very much. The change in my
life due to the pandemic was so dramatic it was very difficult to deal with.” 

“Although my life has
changed drastically like most
people it is becoming fuller

through Action for Elders. I’m
eternally grateful for that”
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STRATEGIC
DEVELOPMENT
We have made significant strategic developments over the
last year, which have supported our response to the Covid-19
pandemic, as well as putting the organisation in a strong
position moving forwards, as we look to help our participants
re-build after the pandemic. Our three key areas of
development were Programme Sustainability, Re-positioning
and Future Planning, and Business Improvement.  

Programme Sustainability

Re-positioning & Future Planning

Business Improvement

2019-
2020

The onset of the Covid-19 pandemic required us to develop a remote delivery model, 'Balanced
Lives at Home', to maintain and promote improved health and wellbeing in older people during
the pandemic, through a comprehensive programme of online support. Sustaining and
developing our programme enabled us to offer continuity of support to our participants, at a time
when they needed us most. Without introducing online delivery our programmes would not
have been sustained throughout the pandemic, to the detriment of our participants and our
long-term sustainability as a charity.  Moving our programmes online has also enabled us to
widen our geographical reach and support more people.

Repositioning our delivery model to adapt to the challenges posed by the Covid-19 pandemic has
also opened up opportunities for the future growth of our programmes. We have developed a 
 combined model of support, involving both remote and face to face support, to enhance and
strengthen the impact of our programmes. This new model will be launched as restrictions are
eased, creating opportunities for future growth and development through an increased
geographical reach and an increase in the potential of our service offerings. 

Over the last year we had made significant progress in our aim of becoming a data driven charity,
by creating and nurturing an evidence-based culture within the organisation to maximise the
positive impact of the programmes for participants and to demonstrate this to current and
potential future funders, to enable us to reach more people. We have also increased our focus on
digital inclusion throughout the pandemic, which has involved investment in the infrastructure
to enable us to deliver our programmes remotely in an accessible way to our participants. Central
to this is providing participants with the confidence and knowhow to access our digital
programmes and resources and the wider sources of digital support. We have also made a series
of investments to build our infrastructure as an organisation, including introducing new roles
(Impact & Evaluation Officer, Digital Support Officer) and strengthening our marketing and
communications activities. 
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STRATEGIC
PRIORITIES

Our strategic priorities for the upcoming year have been
shaped by our experiences of this last year. Diversifying our
income streams will empower us to make vital investments
for long-term sustainability. We have identified other ways
to increase our resilience, including by linking with experts
to widen our accessibility with hard to reach groups. 

 
 

2020-
2021

Income Diversification

Build Resilience & Sustainability

Action for Elders has survived the recent pandemic predominately through our relationship with
current grant funders and our ability to reposition the model to effectively deal with the
challenges presented by remote delivery. However, we acknowledge the need to both improve
and diversify our funding strategy for future development, and to improve the resilience and
sustainability of our provision for our beneficiaries and our staff. This is a long-term process, which
will require consistent investment. 

Developing a comprehensive and robust fundraising strategy will allow us to become less reliant
on grant funding to deliver our programmes, helping us to increase the capacity and
sustainability of our programmes. We are also investing in digital ways to raise money, by utilising
our website and social media, and strengthening our branding and communications strategy to
increase our potential to diversify income streams. Increasing our revenue through diversification
and enhancing our ability to fundraise nationally will enable us to increase our digital and
community programme capacity and secure its sustainability, to consistently reach more people.

Diversifying our income streams forms part of the wider objective to build our sustainability and
resilience as an organisation. Building our capabilities, through linking with experts across a
range of fields will help us to gain insight into new target groups and engage with older people
from harder to reach groups. and contributes to our wider aim to build a community of people,
internally and externally, to have an emotional connection with our work. 

Another significant component of increasing our resilience will be to build on the learnings from
our digital delivery to effectively launch our new combined model of support. Our face to face
delivery is geographically limited and restricted by costs and the grant-application structure,
which limits the development and impact of our work. Delivering our programmes digitally
removes some of these barriers, adding the potential for new services and reducing the
restrictions of geographical funding. By further developing our digital delivery and using it to
complement our face to face delivery we can increase our geographical reach and provide an
enhanced level of support for those who can attend the community groups alongside the digital
support. Our ambition is to ensure that our programmes are available throughout England and
Wales, both digitally online and in the community with sustainable funding, so all older people
can access them. To achieve this we will need to invest significant resources to develop an
effective combined model of support, to maximise the benefit to our participants. 
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We need your help...

             Text COMMIT to 70085 to donate £5

..to remain active, social, resilient and mobile and live a better life in older
age you can provide your support by:

• Setting up a monthly donation 

• Raising funds for Action for Elders 

• Leaving a gift in your will 

• Making an online donation 
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HOW YOU CAN
HELP

...to start a revolution in the way older people feel about themselves and get
the most out of this time in their lives. Your donations are vitally important,
they enable us to reach out to people and continue our work in the local
community. We also warmly welcome people prepared to volunteer to raise
funds and support our events. 

We need your help...

If you would like to help us to help others....

17

Call us on: 030 330 30132 

 

 Email us at: info@actionforelders.org.uk
 

 
 
 

Visit us at: www.actionforelders.org.uk


